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Acclaimed Actor, Host and Filmmaker Yuval David Focuses Lens on a ‘Better 
World’ with Uplifting and Inspiring New Web Series 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 

 
 
(NEW YORK) – SEPT. 12, 2019 – In a news cycle centered around ratings juggernauts, Americans 
have become all too accustomed to sensationalistic, hard-hitting breaking news, celebrity tabloid 
culture and stories of governmental gridlock, but New York actor, host, and filmmaker Yuval David 
is trying to change that by focusing his efforts on promoting the good in the world. 
 
In his new episodic documentary web series, ‘Better World with Yuval David,’ the host, director, and 
producer captures every day New Yorkers and tourists traversing the labyrinthic Big Apple streets and 
focuses the lens on them, asking each person what they are doing to help make the world a better 
place. 
 
No response is judged – and every answer is shown proper appreciation and value by Yuval – no 
matter how small or large of a deed it might be.  
 
This groundbreaking new series, just like his ‘Pranks of Kindness’ and ‘One Actor Short’ series, for 
example, follows with the acclaimed artist’s mission of entertaining, uplifting, and inspiring others, 
and with promoting social good through art. 
 
‘Better World with Yuval David’ gives viewers the unique opportunity to take a step back from the 
chaotic and often negativity-laden news cycle surrounding each of us in our daily lives, and take in an 
overwhelmingly deep breath of positivity, light and goodness, while still being entertained. 
 
‘Better World’ empowers viewers to consider doing just one thing each day to leave the world in better 
shape than when they each woke up, whether it’s helping children feel confident enough to perform 
on a stage, donating free education and counseling to students, or voluntarily providing occupational 
therapy for disabled kids in villages overseas.  
 
Throughout his outspoken advocacy, and in much of his filmmaking and creative content aiming for 
social change, Yuval aims to make this world a better place.  And, in this series, Yuval’s message to 
those he interviews and the audience watching the episodes is the same: “We all have a responsibility 
to improve the lives of others and the world around us. What have you done to make this world a 
better place?” 



 
‘Better World with Yuval David’ can be found here:  
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLww6zqVAIZ2R6ak8JtiaCgNlm54OqdH58 
 
Yuval is best known for his roles in HBO’s “The Plot Against America,” ABC’s “What Would You 
Do,” NBC’s “The Michael J Fox Show,” in addition to multiple TV series, films, and On- and Off-
Broadway stage productions.  Yuval also hosts, directs, produces, and writes award-winning original 
content, including short- and long-form documentary and feature content, and episodic web series.  

 
For more information on Yuval David, visit www.yuvaldavid.com, or his other channels at the 
following: 
 
YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/YuvalDavid 
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/Yuval_David_ 
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/YuvalDavid 
Twitter: https://twitter.com/YuvalDavid 
IMDb: https://IMDB.me/YuvalDavid 
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